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About This Software

Share the heavy lifting of intense programs and keep virtual activities separate, but connected seamlessly between two
computers. This versatile, secure, and affordable software solution lets you control two machines using one keyboard and mouse

without the hassle of extra cables or the hardware needed for a traditional switch.

Creatives love the ability to retain their formatting when they use Multiplicity to seamlessly copy and paste content from one PC
to another. Designers and editors alike use seamless mode to run editing programs alongside their intense graphic design
applications without experiencing lag, stutter, or drop in frame rate. Audio sharing lets you listen to sound from both PCs

without switching headsets and speakers.

If you run two computers when you're gaming, streaming, or video-sharing, Multiplicity can keep your PC running optimally.
Use your laptop or another machine for additional tasks while you play without having to constantly switch back and forth

between keyboards.

Multiplicity’s seamless mode allows you to establish a keyboard and mouse connection between your two computers while
they’re adjacent to each other and on the same network. You can stack your displays and move easily between them, or create a

virtual laptop “docking space” that will easily reconnect every time it comes back within proximity.

If you use multiple PCs on a regular basis, Multiplicity is the solution you’ve been looking for.

Features:
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 Switch seamlessly between 2 PCs with one mouse and keyboard

 Copy and paste files, folders, text, and images between PCs

 Hot Keys for quick access to other PCs

 Listen to audio from multiple PCs through one PC
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It's awesome, but I assumed I was purchasing a complete story, not so much an episode. For the price of half a Telltale season,
you purchase the equivalent of one Telltale episode. I was sad to see it end on a cliffhanger, but that's just a testiment to how
amazing the game is.. It's a fun game, but it seems largely unpolished and way overcharged. I got five hours or so of play out of
it, completed Dante's route, and realized I'd probably never play again. Good idea, mediocre execution. You're better off paying
less for a much more finished product.. Right, here we go again. This game. This was THE game for me and just about
everyone I knew back in 2006 - 2007.
You know, like when you ask people, what is their most memorable game from their youth and some might say Zelda or say
Halo, maybe a Mario game of sorts, but Getting Up is what I played and just about everyone played in my year at school. This
was what all the buzz was all about. Everyone had music from this game blasting from our Nokias and Sony Ericssons. There
was even a mobile version of this game available for Nokia Symbian OS, maybe for other systems too, but I am not sure.
Naturally, everyone was playing the mobile game on their phones, during long breaks. It was truly an iconic game, probably still
is for some people of certain age.
We probably loved this game a little bit too much, because you know how it often says on CD boxes of really violent games, that
the game is no way intended to promote said violence? Well, of course it said that Getting Up does not promote vandalism,
which graffiti is, unfortunately, however it had a completely opposite effect. This game did wonders at promoting vandalism
and street art! A lot of people got into graffiti art after playing this game and I mean a lot of people. People were competing
who can do more and better and dare the most. This game is definitely one of the most inspirational games I have ever played.
Now, I am not even going to go over its flaws, if you wanted to you could probably pull this game apart like freshly baked bread
for its insane camera angles, lack of any graphics options and controls that often make no sense. This was before Assassin's
Creed, the game that really set standard for what a 3rd person runner game should feel like, in my mind anyway. There is also
no other game like this, to my knowledge, none that I know of anyway. I remember someone was trying to convince me that
Getting Up is a rip off of Jet Set Radio. Yeah. Right. Legit, amirite.
I get vertigo just thinking about what if someone remastered this game. It would probably be one of the hardest remasters,
because I feel like it would be very easy to take away or change too much and ruin the game. Rework textures and make camera
more intuitive, perhaps? Yes, I do realise it is a console port, but I remember it solely as a PC game we played on our Pentium 2
computers. I mean, the chances of any big name companies taking on the job of remastering this gem are so small they are
virtually nonexistent. How many will sell? How much of that will go to the original developers? Street art is hardly a thing
nowadays in real life and even less so in video games. To be honest I feel fortunate this game is even offered on Steam and
maybe it's also fortunate for you, so that you can buy this and experience what a game can be, when you put your heart and soul
into making it.. 10\/10 would drink again. I play this game only 3 or 4 hours a month, but have done that for almost 2 years now.
It hits a spot for me, and thought I'd write a review to say why I like it.

The graphics are low budget. You won't find asset loaded, busy graphics with James Bond like cut scenes, but the talented one
man developer has given a picturesque touch to them. Its easy on the eyes and may actually be preferable for a fishing game
where you'll be staring at them a lot.

The sound effects are 'spot on' as they would say elsewhere, a good mix of near and far sounds, adding to the relaxing
immersive feeling of being on a lake.

The game seems to be going for a genuine fishing experience. From the time and date matching real life time and date, to the
game telling you literally nothing about fishing strategies. But you can learn those strategies at your own pace (trial and error,
internet searches, etc), the only consequence is you may catch less and smaller fish, but can still earn money and progress in the
game.

Although I like this, it would be nice to add some general tips of those factors that are programmed in the game, yet without
giving away the game. So non fishermen can 'catch up' some to the experienced fishermen.

Overall, its fairly immersive with a feeling of being out on a lake, and a low pressure experience while learning some fishing
strategies. A new update is on the horizon, I'm excited to see what it brings.
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Where should I start? I've got mixed feelings about this DLC.

To start with, the map is HUGE. there are enough lines wich you can drive, trough various setting (big cities, small villages,
rural areas and motorway\/highway\/autobahn). So it's not likely that you are bored very soon with this map. The bus wich
comes with it (the solaris) is OK. But I havent drove as much in it. Those are the pro's of the DLC...

Than the cons's:

 AI traffic ignores almost all traffic rules, blocks junctions and doesn't follow the maximum speed (60 where there is
  an maximum speed of 80). You can't drive without having a awfully big crash during a single drive.

 Some curves are to small for (articulated) busses

 Crossings are very simplisticly made (they are not not objects I think)

 because of the fact that it is pretty huge map, it is very heavy on FPS
After all, I think that the DLC is not a great example of how I would like to see all OMSI 2 DLC, but it's not bad eather.
So the only thing to look at is: the price. I think that it's a little bit overpriced, especially because of the AI problems. For
that reason, I only recommend it if its on sale.. unreal game for just $9.95 10\/10
stuff needed.........
more content
more maps
more options...player.....easy-hard-medium
more hot chicks :). More challenges are always great!. An extremely good read with an interesting story. And it's free, so
what are you waiting for? Get this game now!!. Pretty cool game. If you enjoyed Hardcore 4x4 on PS1, you'll probably
enjoy this game. I recommend it.. A really satisfying puzzle game, the challenges are all well thought out, and it has a
nice difficulty curve working up towards the end. In puzzle games It's a genuinely difficult thing to strike the golden
middle ground between too simple and too frustrating, but Polyfox have hit it out of the park on their first try, you'll feel
a lot of accomplishment after finishing this. Great stylised visuals, some nice humour and good music too.. Pros
- Decent profile backgrounds from leveling up badge
- Puzzle game that requires critical thinking
- Change settings, grids\/ difficulty ect benefits play

Cons
- Literally bootleg 2048 mobile app
- Not worth the money
- Lose interest within hours of gameplay

Ideas for the developer
- Try adding a 3-D shape grid
- Is that the only soundtrack you have that repeats itself
- Adding perks\/ abilities that can give you the chance to redo-turns or clear lines
- Multiplayer?

My score 3\/10

. Used a mod menu on SP Zombies, the game crashed.
I blew up Kino Der Toten with modded guns, the game crashed.
I put some types of mods, the game crashed.
I put the settings on max, the game crashed.

Overall the game is good. Well done!
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